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Abstract
Quantum dots (QDs) have attracted significant attention in light-emitting diode (LED)
illumination and display applications, owing to their high quantum yield and unique spectral
properties. However, an effective optical model of quantum-dot-converted elements (QDCEs)
for (LEDs) that entirely considers the reabsorption and reemission effect is lacking. This
suppresses the design of QDCE structures and further investigation of light-extraction/
conversion mechanisms in QDCEs. In this paper, we proposed a full spectral optical modeling
method for QDCEs packaged in LEDs, entirely considering the reabsorption and reemission
effect, and its results are compared with traditional models without reabsorption or reemission.
The comparisons indicate that the QDCE absorption loss of QD emission light is a major factor
decreasing the radiant efficacy of LEDs, which should be considered when designing QDCE
structures. According to the measurements of fabricated LEDs, only calculation results that
entirely consider reabsorption and reemission show good agreement with experimental radiant
efficacy, spectra, and peak wavelength at the same down-conversion efficiency. Consequently, it
is highly expected that QDCE will be modeled considering the reabsorption and reemission
events. This study provides a simple and effective modeling method for QDCEs, which shows
great potential for their structure designs and fundamental investigations.

Keywords: quantum dots, optical modeling, quantum-dot-converted elements, light-emitting
diodes, reabsorption

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) have attracted considerable
attention owing to their long life and high brightness [1]. It is
common to use rare-earth-based phosphor materials as color
convertor in order to obtain white light; these devices are
termed phosphor-converted LEDs (pcLEDs) [2]. Significant
effort has been paid to optimize their package structures,
including phosphor-converted elements (PCEs) [3], lenses [4],

lead-frames [5], and chips [6], enabling their application in
commercial markets. However, the utilization of rare-earth-
based phosphor has limited their improvement in terms of cost-
effectiveness; it is expected that other down-conversion mate-
rials for LED packages will be found. Quantum dots (QDs)
have the advantages of adjustable spectra, high quantum yield,
ease of manufacturing, and lack of rare-earth elements, and thus
show great potential to be used in LED packages [7–10].
Recently, significant attention has been paid to study the
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quantum-dot-converted element (QDCE) structures of LEDs to
accelerate their commercial application, these devices are also
called as quantum-dot-converted LEDs (qcLEDs). Kuo et al
[11] have proposed a hybrid QDCE structure by using NaCl
ionic crystals to seal QDs, providing a possible way to achieve
qcLEDs with high down-conversion efficiency and stability.
Furthermore, they have proposed a novel QDCE structure by
using glasses to seal the QD solution, thereby significantly
improving the thermal stability and luminous efficacy of
qcLEDs [12]. In addition, Luo et al [13] have compared three
remote QDCE structures, indicating that qcLEDs with silicone
filling inside the air gap between the QDCE and the chip show
higher luminous efficacy. Based on this structure, they proposed
a vertical separated remote QDCE structure of qcLEDs with
QDs-on-phosphor, which can achieve higher luminous efficacy
and color rendering index [14]. Similarly, we have proposed a
horizontal separated remote QDCE structure to improve the
optical and thermal performance of qcLEDs; a superior per-
formance can be obtained by locating the QDCE at the outer
region [15]. Moreover, it has been found that the QDCE
embedded with nanoparticles is beneficial to the improvement
of the comprehensive optical performance of qcLEDs, includ-
ing radiant efficacy, luminous efficacy, and color uniformity
[16, 17]. However, most of these studies are based on experi-
ments, and theoretical studies are rare.

Recently, Kim et al and Luo et al have proposed ray-tracing
optical models for QDCE based on mean free path calculations
[18, 19] and an adding doubling method [20], respectively,
which show good agreement with experiments. Both of their
models are based on a measurement methodology; the critical
absorption and scattering parameters are obtained by an inte-
grating sphere and then used to precisely characterize the optical
properties of QDCE with a specific shape (planar film) and
concentration. This inevitably makes it difficult to further design
QDCE structures for qcLEDs by changing structural parameters
of QDCEs. Most importantly, these optical modeling methods
are based on ray-tracing models, similar to that widely used in
traditional pcLEDs [21–23], have not considered the reabsorp-
tion and reemission events inside the QDCE. However,
according to absorption spectra of QDs [7, 8] and our theoretical
studies on the absorption properties of QDCEs [24], significantly
high absorption ability can be observed for their emission light.
Therefore, there still lacks an effective optical model to design
QDCE structures and to study the light-extraction/conversion
mechanisms in QDCEs.

In this paper, we propose a full spectral optical modeling
method of QDCEs for qcLEDs entirely considering the
reabsorption and reemission effect. First, the calculation
method is given in detail. Then, three optical models of
QDCEs: without reabsorption and reemission (traditional
Model I), with reabsorption and without reemission (tradi-
tional Model II), and with reabsorption and reemission (pro-
posed Model III), were simulated to show emission spectra,
radiant power, and absorption loss of qcLEDs; the results
obtained from these three models are compared and dis-
cussed. Finally, the calculation results are verified with
respect to the ray-tracing results of different wavelengths, as
well as the measurement results of the fabricated qcLEDs.

2. Method

The full spectral optical model of QDCEs entirely considering
the reabsorption and reemission effect includes two parts. One
is the full spectral calculation, by which the absorption spectra
and output spectra are obtained before considering reabsorp-
tion and reemission. This is based on the ray-tracing simu-
lation with two typical wavelengths, and only the scattering
and absorption events are considered. The other is the reab-
sorption and reemission calculation, in which the reabsorption
and reemission events are entirely considered. This method is
not limited to the output color of chips and QDs, as well as
the light source. For convenience, the light emitted from LED
chips is referred to as blue light, whereas that emitted from
QDs is referred to as yellow light. The calculation methods
are presented in the following subsections.

2.1. QDCE absorption power, absorption loss, and output
radiant power for blue light from LED chips PBabsðλÞ;
PBlossðλÞ; PBopt ðλÞ

According to the Monte Carlo ray-tracing method, the locations
of photons at the n 1+( ) th step in the QDCE can be deter-
mined by their free path, scattered polar angle, and scattered
azimuth angle at the nth step, represented by l ,n l( ) ,nq l( ) and

,nf l( ) respectively. ln l( ) has the following form [25]

l ln , 1n n
1

tl x m l= -( ) ( ) ( )

where n
1x is a random parameter ranging from 0 to 1; tm l( ) is

the extinction coefficient, which is the sum of the scattering
coefficient scatm l( ) and the absorption coefficient ;absm l( ) it can
be written as

. 2t scat absm l m l m l= +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

The cosine of nq l( ) can be obtained from Henyey–
Greenstein scattering phase function f [26], and nf l( ) is
generally regarded as isotropic, thus

f gcos , 3n n
2 1q l x l= -( ) ( ( )) ( )

2 , 4n n
3f l px=( ) ( )

where n
2x and n

3x are also random parameters ranging from 0 to
1; g l( ) is the anisotropy coefficient for f .

From equations (1)–(4), it is clear that the parameters

nq l( ) and nf l( ) are only associated with the scattering
properties of QDCEs, whereas ln l( ) is associated with both
scattering and absorption. As the particle size of QDs is
orders of magnitude smaller than the wavelength of visible
light, the scattering ability of QDCEs is weak [27–29] and
shows slightly differences for different wavelengths of light
[24]. Therefore, it can be approximated that QDCEs have the
same scattering properties for different wavelengths in the
range 2,siml l D / where siml is the typical wavelength in
ray-tracing processes, which can be written as

2 2
, 5sca sim sim sca simm l

l
l l

l
m l-

D
< < +

D
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⎝
⎞
⎠ ( ) ( )
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where scam l( ) and , ,scar l q f( ) are the scattering coefficient
and scattering phase function [30] for a specific wavelength .l
Therefore, nq l( ) and nf l( ) can be treated as the same as

n simq l( ) and ,n simf l( ) respectively; the total step number
N l( ) of photons before escaping from QDCEs is only
determined by l .n l( ) For convenience, we only consider the
average light free path l .avr l( ) When the number of photons is
large enough, it can be written as l k ,avr tl m l=( ) ( )/ where k
is the average of the random parameters, which is dependent
on the random number generation method. According to this
simplification, nq l( ) and nf l( ) are regarded as constant from
a statistical point of view, and N l( ) only has a negative
proportional relationship with l ;avr l( ) therefore, a relationship
among N ,l( ) N ,siml( ) l ,avr l( ) and lavr siml( ) can be given as

N

N

l

l
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For convenience, a coefficient g l( ) is defined as
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l
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As for blue light emitted from LED chips with arbitrary
,l its radiant power absorbed by QDCE has the following

form [31]:

P P , 9N
Babs Bol l a l= l( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )

where a l( ) is a coefficient defined as

, 10abs

t

a l
m l
m l

=( )
( )

( )
( )

and PBo l( ) is the total radiant power incident into the QDCE,
which can be written as

P P 1 . 11
i

t

iBo Be
1

Biål l b l e l= -
=

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Here, PBe l( ) is the radiant power of the initial blue light
emission from LED chips, which can be easily obtained
according to the emission spectrum of LED chips P ;Bsp l( )

ib l( ) indicates the absorption rate of the ith package elements,
such as lead-frame, for light of arbitrary ;l Bie l( ) is the incident
rate for light of arbitrary l initially emitted from LED chips.
Considering the package elements have the same scattering and
absorption properties for arbitrary l light, ib l( ) and Bie l( ) can
be treated as constant, and it can be further simplified as follows:

P P 1 . 12
i

t

iBo Be
1

Biål l b e= -
=

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( )

Similar to blue light with typical simulation siml emission
from LED chips, its radiant power absorbed by QDCEs also has
this form

P P . 13N
Babs sim Bo sim sim siml l a l= l( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )

Combining equations (11) and (13), PBabs l( ) can be writ-
ten as

According to equations (2), (10), (12), and (14), the
coefficient pB l( ) is defined as

Combined with equations (8) and (15), equation (14)
may be simplified as follows:

P P . 16p
Babs Babs sim Bl l» g l l( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

When PBabs l( ) is obtained, the QDCE absorption loss
and the output radiant power of blue light emission from LED
chips PBloss l( ) and P ,Bopt l( ) respectively, can be determined
according to

P c P d1 , 17Bloss Babsòl l l l= -( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( )

P P P P , 18
i

t

iBopt Be Babs Be
1

Biål l l l b e= - +
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⎛
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⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

where c l( ) is the conversion efficiency of QDs, which can be
regarded as constant for simplicity.
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2.2. QDCE absorption power, absorption loss, and output
radiant power for yellow light from QDs PYabsðλÞ;
PYlossðλÞ; PYoptðλÞ

Similar to P ,Babs l( ) the QDCE can reabsorb the yellow light
emitted from QDs. Here, Pn

Yabs l( ) and Pn
Yopt l( ) are defined as

the QDCE absorption power and output radiant power for
yellow light emitted from QDs at the nth time, respectively, as
shown in figure 1. According to equations (15), (16), and
(18), PYabs

1 l( ) and PYopt
1 l( ) can be easily rewritten in the

following form:

P P , 19p
Yabs
1

Yabs
1

sim Yl l» g l l( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

P P P P , 20
i

t

iYopt
1

Ye Yabs
1

Ye
1

Yiål l l l b e= - +
=

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

where PYe l( ) is the radiant power of yellow light initially
emitted from QDs, which can be written as

P
P

P d
c P d , 22Ye

Ysp

Ysp

Babs

ò
òl

l

l l
l l l=( )

( )

( )
( ) ( ) ( )

where PYsp l( ) is the emission spectrum of QDs.
Equations (1)–(22) represent the full spectral calculation
method, and the reabsorption–reemission calculation method
is presented in the following.

QDs can reemit yellow light after reabsorption. Here, we
consider that QDs are down-conversion materials; i.e., they can
only reemit photons with wavelengths larger than that reab-
sorbed, as shown in figure 1. When considering the reabsorption
effect, it is more convenient to directly calculate the QDCE
absorption loss for yellow light PYloss l( ) instead of P .Yabs l( )
Similarly, Pn

Yloss l( ) is defined as the QDCE absorption loss for
yellow light emitted from QDs at the nth time, as shown in
figure 1. For convenience, a l( ) is defined as the QDCE

absorption rate for yellow light from QDs; j l( ) is the reemission
rate for yellow light from QDs; d l( ) is the output rate for yellow
light from QDs; s l( ) is the QD absorption loss rate for yellow
light from QDs. These are given as follows:

a
P

P
, 23Yabs

1

Ye
l

l
l

=( ) ( )
( )

( )

j
P

P d
, 24

Ysp

Ysp
n

ò
l

l

l l
=

l

l( )
( )

( )
( )

d
P

P
, 25

Yopt
1

Ye
l

l

l
=( )

( )
( )

( )

s c1 . 26l l= -( ) ( ) ( )

Obviously, PYloss l( ) and PYopt l( ) can be obtained by
integrating Pn

Yloss l( ) and P ,n
Yopt l( ) respective. Therefore, they

are given as follows:

P P P P
P P a s

a c j s

a c j s
P P a s

a c j1 , 27
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n n n
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2
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where PYre l( ) is the total reemission radiant power of yellow
light generated by the reabsorption of the yellow light with
wavelength smaller than ;l it can be written as

Figure 1. Schematic of Model I (without reabsorption), Model II (with reabsorption and without reemission), and the proposed Model III
(with reabsorption and with reemission).

p
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P j P P

a c d , 0 , 29

i i

i i i

Yre Ye Yre
0

òl l l l

l l l l

= +

´ D 
l

l l-D
( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )

( ) ( )) ( ) ( )

where 0l is the smallest wavelength. This equation can be
written in a more practical form

P j P P

a c n, 1 , 30

n n
i

i n

i

i i i

Yre
0

1

Ye Yre



ål l l

l l l

= +

´
=

= -

( ) ( ) ( ( )

( ) ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )

where nl and n 1l - should satisfy

, 31n n 1l l> - ( )

and the boundary condition is given by

P 0. 32Yre 0l =( ) ( )

With equations (17), (18), (27), and (28), only two typical
light wavelengths need to be traced, and the full spectra of
qcLEDs entirely considering reabsorption and reemission pro-
cesses can be easily obtained. For convenience, we name this
proposed model as Model III, which is compared with certain
traditional methods used for pcLEDs [22, 23]. The traditional
method treating QDs without reabsorption for their emission
light is called Model I; the traditional method treating QDs with
reabsorption and without reemission, just like a common bulk
material with absorption coefficient, is called Model II; only
equations (17)–(20) are used. The characteristics of these three
models are shown in figure 1, and their results are discussed and
compared subsequently.

2.3. Simulation and experiment setups

The qcLED used in this study is shown in figure 2. It is a
universal packaging structure with a lead-frame, a blue LED
chip, and a QDCE. In the ray-tracing processes, the lead-
frame has absorption of 15%, and the blue LED chip has a
horizontal structure with dimensions of 0.75 mm×0.75 mm.
It is considered that the blue light is uniformly emitted from
the multiply quantum well (MQW) [32], the absorption
coefficient of the MQW is 5 mm ,1- and the refractive index of
GaN is 2.43. The QDCE is mixed with CdSe/ZnS QDs with a
core/shell structure and silicone; its wavelength-dependent
scattering coefficient, absorption coefficient, and scattering
phase function have been obtained in previous studies based
on finite-difference time-domain method [24].The quantum
yield of the QDs is set as 80% and the refractive index of

silicone is 1.54. Only two typical wavelengths were used:
455 nm wavelength represents the blue light emitted from the
LED chip, and 549 nm wavelength represents the yellow light
emitted from QDs. According to the ray-tracing results, cer-
tain critical parameters, including PBabs siml( ) and P ,Yabs

1
siml( )

used in calculations can be obtained. The emission spectra of
the LED chip and the QD is shown in figure 3, which were
obtained by measuring the LED chip and a QD-chloroform
solution used in the experiments. These two original spectra
were important to obtain the critical parameters PBe l( ) and
PYe l( ) used in calculations. With the given PYabs

1
siml( ) and

P ,Ye l( ) the coefficients including a l( ) and d l( ) can be
gained according to equations (23) and (25). These coeffi-
cients were further used to calculate the total reabsorption loss
according to equations (27)–(32).

Experiments were carried out to verify the final calcul-
ation results. The same package structure was used in the
experiments. Commercial lead-frames, horizontal structure
blue chips (injection current of 100 mA, external quantum
efficiency larger than 60%) with dimensions of
0.75 mm×0.75 mm, and CdSe/ZnS QDs (quantum yield of
80%, purchased from China Beijing Beida Jubang Science &
Technology Co., Ltd), and OE6650 silicone (refractive index
of 1.54, purchased from Dow Corning) were adopted. The
QDCE was fabricated according to a dispensing method using
a mixture of QD-chloroform solution and silicone; detailed
processes can be found in our previous studies [16, 17]. The
optical properties of the qcLEDs were measured by an inte-
grated sphere system (from Instrument Systems) at a driving
current of 100 mA controlled by a source (from Keithley).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Optical properties of qcLEDs according to different models

The output spectra of qcLEDs obtained by Model I (without
reabsorption), Model II (with reabsorption and without ree-
mission), and the proposed Model III (with reabsorption and

Figure 2. (a) qcLED with dispensing QDCE structures used in ray-
tracing and (b) its sample used in experiments.

Figure 3. Measured emission spectrum of blue LED chips, the
emission and absorption spectra of CdSe/ZnS QDs used in
experiments and calculations.

5
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with reemission) are shown in figures 4(a)–(c), respectively. It
is evident that the blue light from the LED chip (350–510 nm)
has the same output spectra obtained by different models.
However, the yellow light from the QDCE (510–750 nm)
shows great differences. In figure 4(a), the radiant power of
yellow light increases with increasing QD concentration, and
its increased amount is similar to the decreased amount of the
radiant power for blue light. This is because this traditional
Model I does not consider the reabsorption of yellow light
from QDs, and the absorption loss of QDs only occurs when
QDs absorb blue light from the LED chip. These results are
similar to the theoretical and experimental results of YAG-
based pcLEDs [21–23], which considers that the PCE has no
absorption of the yellow light from YAG phosphor. In
figure 4(b), when the QD concentration is low enough, the
radiant power of yellow light increases as the QD con-
centration increases; however, as the QD concentration keeps
increasing, it obviously decreases as small as that gained in
low QD concentration. This is because Model II considers the
reabsorption of yellow light from QDs; in other words, the
QDCE is treated as a bulk material with absorption of yellow
light. Therefore, the yellow light initially emitted from QDs
can be reabsorbed by the QDCE, causing additional absorp-
tion loss. In figure 4(c), the tendency of the radiant power of
yellow light with increasing QD concentration is similar to
that shown in figure 4(b); however, a higher radiant power of

yellow light can be observed in figure 4(c). This is because
the proposed Model III considers both the reabsorption and
reemission effects of the QDCE. Not all of the absorption
power of the QDCE for yellow light initially emitted from
QDs is entirely transformed to heat (absorption loss); a part of
this absorption power can lead to down-conversion processes,
generating reemission light from QDs. The output color of
qcLEDs is mainly dependent on the down-conversion effi-
ciency (proportion of yellow light radiant power from QDs to
the total radiant power) [33], and different applications
require specific down-conversion efficiencies. Figure 4(d)
shows the down-conversion efficiency for qcLEDs based on
these three models. The down-conversion efficiency increases
as QD concentration increases; however, as for Model II and
Model III considering the reabsorption effect, a much higher
QD concentration is necessary to obtain the same down-
conversion efficiency as that of qcLEDs without considering
the reabsorption effect (Model I). It is worth noting that as the
QD concentration increases, the down-conversion efficiency
for qcLEDs without reabsorption increases owing to the
reduction in blue light radiant power and increment in yellow
light radiant power, whereas the yellow light radiant power
even decreases for qcLEDs considering reabsorption effect,
and therefore the increase in the down-conversion efficiency
of qcLEDs considering reabsorption mostly depended on the
reduction in blue light radiant power. In other words, for the

Figure 4. Calculation output spectra of qcLEDs according to (a) Model I, (b) Model II, and (c) Model III; (d) the down-conversion efficiency
of qcLEDs with various QD concentration according to different models.
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qcLEDs with reabsorption events occurring inside the QDCE,
a sufficiently high down-conversion efficiency is achieved by
reducing the blue light radiant power.

The radiant efficacy (ratio of radiant power to electrical
power) and QDCE absorption loss (ratio of absorption power
to electrical power) of yellow light can be obtained according
to the calculation spectra, which are shown in figures 5(a)
and (b), respectively. It should be noted that the down-con-
version efficiency, determining the output color of qcLEDs, is
always the basic requirement for a given application. There-
fore, it is more reasonable to compare the performance of
qcLEDs under the same down-conversion efficiency [34]. In
figure 5(a), the radiant efficacy of yellow light for qcLEDs
without reabsorption (Model I) keeps increasing as the down-
conversion efficiency increases, whereas that for qcLEDs
with reabsorption (Model II and Model III) shows a reduction
as the down-conversion increases. This is because qcLEDs
with reabsorption have serious QDCE absorption loss for
yellow light, especially this loss becomes more significant at
higher down-conversion efficiency, as shown in figure 5(b).
These results further support that the reduction in blue light
radiant power contributes most to obtaining high down-con-
version efficiency for qcLEDs with reabsorption. Moreover,
the reabsorption effect causes QDs to seem to become
extinction particles with stronger absorption ability for their
emission light; therefore, the measured extinction parameters
of QDCEs are generally larger than that of theoretical results
[18, 20, 24]. According to the comparison results of qcLEDs
with and without reabsorption, the reabsorption is considered
to be the main reason that qcLEDs have a lower radiant
(luminous) efficacy compared with pcLEDs, which have
almost no reabsorption in their PCE. Therefore, it is

extremely important to design QDCE structures to decrease
the absorption loss of yellow light from QDs, and the pro-
posed modeling method is an effective approach to study this
issue. In addition, the radiant efficacy of yellow light obtained
by Model III is obviously higher than that obtained by
Model II, because some reabsorption yellow light can be ree-
mitted and escape from qcLEDs. Consequently, we think the
proposed Model III can entirely demonstrate the reabsorption
and reemission effect for QDCEs, which exerts great influences
on the optical performance of qcLEDs. In the following, the
accuracy of the proposed method is discussed in detail by
comparison to ray-tracing and experimental results.

3.2. Verification of full spectral calculation methods according
to ray-tracing results

One of the critical aspects of Model III is how to obtain the
spectra of pcLEDs before entirely considering the reabsorp-
tion and reemission events. There is no doubt that a full
spectral ray-tracing simulation can solve this issue; however,
the amount of the traced rays is so large that it is impractical
to use this method. As a result, most optical simulations of
pcLEDs in previous studies [34–36] only use two typical
wavelengths (blue light from LED chip and yellow light from
PCE) to carry out the ray-tracing simulation. To simplify this
process, we have proposed a full spectral calculation method
considering that the scattering properties of QDCEs for light
within a certain wavelength range is unchanged, as mentioned
above. Therefore, only two typical wavelengths need to be
traced, and the full spectra can be easily obtained. In this part,
the accuracy of full spectral calculation results can be
demonstrated by the wavelength-dependent absorption power

Figure 5. (a) Radiant efficacy of yellow light from QDs and (b) the QDCE absorption loss of yellow light obtained by different models.
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and radiant power of qcLEDs, which directly affects the
subsequent calculation results of qcLEDs after entirely con-
sidering reabsorption and reemission events. It should be
noted that the absorption power here refers to the sum of
PBabs l( ) and PYabs

1 l( ) given in equations (16) and (19),
respectively; and the radiant power refers to the sum of
PBopt l( ) and PYopt

1 l( ) given in equations (18) and (20),
respectively. For verification, sixteen different wavelengths of
light have been selected to be traced. The calculation and ray-
tracing wavelength-dependent absorption power and radiant
power are shown in figures 6(a) and (b), respectively. It is
evident that the full spectral calculation results agree well
with the ray-tracing results, which is beneficial for use in
subsequent calculations entirely considering reabsorption and
reemission effect. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that this
full spectral calculation method is not limited to the QDCE.
We think that traditional PCEs can also use this simplified
method for estimating spectra of pcLEDs; in particular, when
the number of typical wavelengths of light is sufficiently high,
its accuracy maybe comparable with that used in QDCEs.

3.3. Verification of the proposed Model III according to
experimental results

The spectra and the radiant efficacy are the most basic optical
performance metrics for qcLEDs. With these two parameters,
other properties including color coordinates, correlated color
temperature, and luminous efficacy (luminous flux) can be
easily calculated. Therefore, only the radiant efficacy and
spectra of qcLEDs are given in this part. For verification,
qcLEDs with different down-conversion efficiency have been
fabricated by adjusting the QD concentration; the detailed
structures and parameters have been mentioned above. The
calculations and measured radiant efficacy of qcLEDs are
shown in figure 7(a). It should be noted that the radiant
efficacy refers to integration of the whole spectrum. The
radiant efficacy obtained by three different models also
decrease with increasing down-conversion efficiency.
Undoubtedly, Model I has highest radiant efficacy because it
does not consider the QDCE absorption loss for yellow light,
and therefore its calculation results are far higher than the
experimental results. As for Model II, it has the lowest radiant

Figure 6. (a) Absorption power and (b) radiant power of qcLEDs with QD concentration of 1 mg cm 3- before entirely considering
reabsorption and reemission events.

Figure 7. (a) Total radiant efficacy and (b) yellow light peak wavelength for qcLEDs obtained by calculations and experiments.
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efficacy and it decreases more dramatically with increasing
down-conversion efficiency. This is because Model II does
not consider the reemission events of yellow light; the QDCE
absorption is so significant that its calculation results become
far lower than the experimental results. As a result, Model III
entirely considering the reabsorption and reemission effect
shows good agreement with experiments. For example, at the
same down-conversion efficiency of approximately 40%,
the difference of radiant efficacy between the Model III and
the experiment is within 2%, while it is as high as 20% for
Model I and Model II. In particular, Model III has much better
agreement with experiments at higher down-conversion
efficiency (many more reabsorption and reemission events)
compared with Model II and I. In addition, the spectra shown
in the insert of figure 7(a) also indicate that the calculation
spectra can agree well with experiments. Moreover, the full
width at half maximum of spectra obtained from the experi-
ments and calculations shows almost no change, which is
approximately 30°. However, a red-shift phenomenon can be
clearly observed; the peak wavelength of yellow light under
different down-conversion efficiencies are shown in
figure 7(b). It is evident that the peak wavelength is
unchanged (549 nm) for Model I and II owing to the
incomplete consideration of reabsorption and reemission
effect; on the contrary, the peak wavelength increases with
increasing down-conversion efficiency for Model III, which
can be also observed in figure 4. It is reasonable that the
reabsorption and reemission events cause the red-shift
phenomenon for qcLEDs; therefore, the peak wavelength also
shows good consistency with experimental results. Conse-
quently, if either the reabsorption or reemission effect is
excluded from consideration in optical modeling, such as
Model I and Model II, significant errors are inevitable. This
clearly demonstrates that previous modeling method for PCEs
is not suitable for QDCEs, and it is highly necessary to
consider the reabsorption and reemission events when mod-
eling QDCEs. The proposed method is simple and effective,
which is essential for fundamental investigations and struc-
tural optimizations in qcLEDs.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a full spectral optical mod-
eling method of QDCEs for LEDs considering the reabsorp-
tion and reemission effect. The proposed method includes two
parts: full spectral calculations and reabsorption–reemission
calculations, which are presented in detail. For comparisons,
calculation results according to the proposed Model III (with
reabsorption and reemission), traditional Model I (without
reabsorption), and traditional Model II (with reabsorption
while without reemission) are discussed. When considering
reabsorption, the yellow light radiant power shows a slight
change and even decrease with increasing QD concentration;
therefore, a high down-conversion efficiency is achieved by
sacrificing the blue light radiant power. For qcLEDs without

reabsorption, the yellow light radiant power continues to
increase with increasing QD concentration, which can easily
achieve a high down-conversion efficiency. These demon-
strate that the QDCE absorption loss for yellow light is a
major factor in decreasing the radiant efficacy for qcLEDs; it
is necessary to consider this optical energy loss while
designing QDCE structures. Finally, the full spectral calcu-
lations and reabsorption–reemission calculations (Model III)
show good agreements with ray-tracing and experimental
results, respectively. Therefore, the optical performance,
including spectra and radiant efficacy, of qcLEDs entirely
considering reabsorption and reemission can be easily
obtained by only tracing two typical wavelengths. This also
demonstrates that the traditional Model I and Model II
effectively used for PCEs are not suitable for QDCEs, and it
is essential to entirely consider the reabsorption and reemis-
sion effect when modeling QDCEs. Consequently, the pro-
posed method is simple and effective, which is significant for
fundamental investigations and structure optimizations of
QDCEs.

The proposed method is mainly focused on the radiant
efficacy and spectra for qcLEDs. In future, much works are
still necessary to accurately simulate the spatial distributions
of emission light from qcLEDs, which is significantly
essential to improve their light quality.
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